Maths

English
We will continue to have a daily English
and phonics lesson to develop our
reading and writing skills and explore a
range of texts including stories such as
‘Something Else’ by Kathryn Cave and
‘My Friend the Weather Monster’ by
Steve Smallman. We will learn how to
write instructions and will read and
write poems about Space. We will look
at features of non-fiction texts. When
writing we will learn how to extend our
sentences using conjunctions. We will
learn about plurals and revise adding –
ing and –ed to words.

We will practise adding and
subtracting using calculations and
word problems.
We will focus on writing numerals to
40 and number words to 20.
We will work with money and learn
about the value of coins. We will
also practise measuring accurately.
We will record and compare
measurements and will solve
practical problems involving length
and height.

Geography/History
In Geography, we will identify seasonal
and daily weather patterns in the UK.
We will compare the UK with places we
have visited on holiday.
In History, we will learn about the lives
of significant individuals such as Neil
Armstrong.

PE
This term in PE our focus is gymnastics.
We will explore basic movements such
as jumping, sliding and rolling. We will
also learn how to use the apparatus
safely.
Ball skills will take place each
Wednesday with Natalie.

Art
As part of our work on Seasons, the
children will create Winter pictures. The
children will also design their own Aliens
in our topic about Space.

Science
This term we will continue our tree study
and observe and record the changes
that occur.
We will observe and describe weather
associated with the seasons. We will also
think about the ways we adapt to
different kinds of weather.
We will identify and name a variety of
everyday materials and will practically
explore their properties.
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PSHE

This term we will be thinking about
our friends, and finding out that we
are all different but that we can all
still get along. We will also be
learning about how we can make
positive choices.
We will also think about belonging
and what this means to us.
Music

In RE we will find out about celebrations
such as the Hindu festival of Holi and
explore Christian and Jewish
celebrations such as Easter and
Passover.
We will also learn how and why some
stories are important in religion and what
we can learn from them.

Computing

We will continue to develop our
keyboard skills and use simple
programmes.
We will also learn about algorithms and
how they are implemented as programs
on digital devices.
As we become more familiar with the
internet, we will look at how to use
technology safely and respectfully.

DT
Children will design, make and evaluate
their own rocket in our topic
about Space.

In Music, children will use their
voices expressively and creatively
by singing songs. They will also listen
to a range of high quality live and
recorded music such as The Planet
Suite by Gustav Holst.

